The aim of this paper is to present a methodology for optimizing the operation of compressors in parallel in process industries. Compressors in parallel can be found in many applications for example in compressor stations conveying gas through long pipelines and in chemical plants in which compressors supply raw or processed materials to downstream processes. The current work presents an optimization framework for compressor stations which describe integration of a short term and a long term optimization approach. The short-term part of the framework suggests the best distribution of the load of the compressors (where the time scale is minutes) and the long-term optimization provides the scheduling of the compressors for large time periods (where the time scale is days). The paper focuses on the short-term optimization and presents a Real Time Optimization (RTO) framework which exploits process data in steady-state operation to develop regression models of compressors. An optimization model employs the updated steady-state models to estimate the best distribution of the load of the compressors to reduce power consumption and therefore operational costs. The paper demonstrates the application of the RTO to a network of parallel industrial multi-stage centrifugal compressors, part of a chemical process in BASF SE, Germany. The results from the RTO application showed a reduction in power consumption compared to operation with equal load split strategy.
Introduction
Compressors are machines which are used in industrial processes to provide air for combustion, to recirculate fluids through a process and to convey a gas through a pipe. Many researchers have studied the optimal operation of compressors (i) considering different applications (e.g. natural gas or supply gas systems), (ii) assuming different levels of operational control tasks (e.g. process control or planning), (iii) studying different scales of systems (e.g. a local compressor station or large gas networks involving compressor stations in series) and (iv) examining of compressors using different type of gas (e.g. air or natural gas).
The purpose of this paper is to present a general methodology to optimize compressors in parallel. This methodology consists of the integration of the scheduling of compressors and a real time optimization approach. The paper introduces the overall methodology and focuses on the demonstration of the Real Time Optimization (RTO) method to optimally share the load among parallel compressors. The methodology is applied to an industrial case study. The main aim is to show that the suggested RTO framework can be applied online, and can reduce the power which is utilized from the motors of the compressors compared to conventional industrial policies of operation. Moreover, the paper introduces the scheduling of the compressors: optimal selection of the compressors taking into account aspects of the operation, such as maintenance plans and minimum, and maximum running times.
The structure of the manuscript is as follows. Section 2 provides an introduction to the operation of compressors attached to a downstream system and the description of the management and operational tasks taking place in a plant. The latter part will help to identify the control actions which take place in a compressor station. Section 3 provides a literature review to the optimization of compressor stations or systems which involve compressors. The integrated framework and the methodology of the RTO for compressors is described in Section 4. Section 5 provides the description of the case study. Section 6 presents the results and discussions. The paper ends with a summary and conclusions.
Introduction to the operation of compressors

Operation of compressors attached to a downstream system
It is generally accepted that compressors consume large amounts of energy in various industrial sectors. Compressors driven by gas turbines are reported to consume 5% of the transported gas in pipeline networks of natural gas [1] . Moreover the utility for compressed air is considered to be one of the most expensive in many industries [2] . Compressors are assumed to be among the major energy consumers in many intensive chemical processes such as air separation.
The paper focuses on industrial multi-stage centrifugal compressors. Centrifugal compressors are used in applications which request high mass flow rates and low pressure ratios [3] . To achieve high ratios of compression, several single stages of centrifugal compressors are arranged in series. The single stages in series are attached to a rotating shaft. This structure is called multi-stage centrifugal compressor and it is known as compressor train. A compressor train is employed to increase the total discharge pressure compared to the pressure a single-stage compressor can achieve.
More than one single centrifugal stage or compressor train can be connected in parallel to increase the total mass flow rate. Compressors operating in parallel are known as compressor stations.
A compressor is connected with a downstream load and, usually, with an upstream process (in the air separation process, however, the compressor is supplied with ambient air, therefore there is no upstream process). A standard graphical representation used to describe the operation of a compressor is a compressor map, which can be seen in Fig. 1 .
A compressor map shows the characteristics, performance and operational limits of a compressor, i.e. surge, choke, minimum and maximum speeds [4] . Surge restricts the operation when a compressor works at lower mass flow rates and higher pressures. When the compressors work at higher flows and lower pressures choke restricts the operation. Moreover, the operation of a compressor is restricted due to minimum and maximum power provided from its driver. These restrictions can be identified in a compressor map considering a minimum and a maximum speed. In the case of a constant speed compressor with variable Inlet Guide Vanes (IGVs) the operation is restricted between minimum and maximum opening of the IGVs. Fig. 1 illustrates the operational region of a compressor between surge and choke for the minimum (10 ) and maximum angle (100 ) of the IGVs.
The operating point of a compressor is the intersection of its characteristic curve at a fixed rotational speed (or angle of IGV) and the characteristic curve of a downstream system. The characteristic of the downstream system is known as a load curve or demand curve [5] . The reason for introducing these concepts is to explain that the downstream process influences the operation of the compressor, and therefore its performance and power consumption. Moreover, the data to be used for developing models of compressors correspond to various operating points. Fig. 2a illustrates three load curves of different downstream processes. It is assumed that the upstream process does not change the inlet conditions of the compressor. Kurz et al. [5] described three main categories of downstream processes a compressor is usually connected with. Load curve A describes a pipeline system in which the pressure becomes greater when the mass flow through the pipes increases. Load curve B is used to represent systems which the pressure does not change significantly with the change in mass flow. Refrigeration systems and process systems in which gas is fed into at a specific discharge pressure are typical examples of this category [6] . Finally, load curve C describes gas storage applications [7] . Fig. 2a also shows an Operating Point (OP) of the compressor described from this compressor map. The compressor is connected with a downstream system described by load curve A. The OP on the compressor map gives information about the mass flow ðm OP Þ, pressure ðp OP Þ of the gas supplied, opening of the Inlet Guide Vanes (h OP ) and isentropic efficiency ðg is;OP Þ.
There are several methods to control a compressor if an operating point has to be modified. Lipták [8] and Kurz et al. [5] reported five main control methods: (1) suction throttling, (2) discharge throttling, (3) flow recycling, (4) adjustment of the speed of the motor and (5) modification of the Inlet Guide Vanes. The paper examines compressors with constant speed and adjustable IGVs. Fig. 2b shows an example of changing operating point from OP1 to OP2. It shows that by increasing the opening of the IGVS by 20 the OP changes. The compressor at OP2 provides higher mass flow at a relatively higher pressure than in the case of OP1 and moreover the efficiency of the compressor drops to 0.7. This information, pressure, mass flow and efficiency, can be used to estimate the power consumed from the compressor (power in the shaft). Finally, by knowing the efficiency of the driver, the power consumed by the driver can be computed. Fig. 3a shows a typical decision (or control tasks) pyramid of plant-wide automation according to the ANSI/ISA-95 standard [9] . It involves the Process Control System (PCS) which includes real time set point control and real time monitoring of the process. The time scale of PCS is seconds or fractions of seconds. The Manufacturing Execution System (MES) deals with the manufacturing operations and considers decisions for example the scheduling of the units of the operations for the next days or hours and the optimization of the process by improving its performance at real time. The optimization suggests the best set points of the control system. On the top of the pyramid is the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) considering business planning and logistics. The top level of ERP deals with markets, production targets and sales. Fig. 3b presents a decision pyramid of the operations of a compressor station. At the top of this pyramid, in Level 4, there are the production targets from the Central Dispatch Department [10] . These targets are the input of Level 3. Level 3 includes the scheduling and maintenance of the compressors. The same level also deals with the optimal distribution of the load among the compressors which provides set points, for example the set points of the speeds of the motors of the compressors, to the controllers of the control system. The role of the controllers is to operate the compressors at these given set points. The lowest levels, Level 0, 1, 2, involve the control of the individual units and the monitoring of the process. The RTO and the scheduling of compressors are considered as control tasks which belong in Level 3 of the decision pyramids in Fig. 3a and b.
Management and control operational tasks
Literature review
Optimization of compressor stations
The optimization of compressor stations is a topic which many researchers have studied in the recent years. Compressors are used in various applications where the nature of each application influences the objectives and the constraints of the optimization problem. For instance, problems examining natural gas systems which transport gas through long pipes can consider the phenomenon of the linepack [5] . The linepack is a time-dependent phenomenon which describes the storage of a gas inside a pipe. The stored gas can be used for example when the operation cannot satisfy the demand due to an unexpected failure of a compressor. On the other hand, a supply compressor station of a chemical process provides gas at an approximate constant pressure.
3.1.1. Optimization of compressors regarding the application Fig. 4 presents the classification of the optimization of compressor stations considering four main categories of applications: (i) natural gas networks [11] [12] [13] [14] , (ii) utilities [15] [16] [17] , (iii) gas storage applications [7] and (iv) other applications [18] . Furthermore, the examination of the optimization problem can consider different time horizons, continuous operation or/and discrete events.
Optimization of compressors regarding the time horizon
Many authors examined the optimization of different types of gas compressors in different applications considering different time horizons. According to Fig. 4 , there is the classification of single-and multi-period optimization. The single-period optimization considers information of one time interval (steady-state) and the multi-period optimization employs information from the future based on forecasting methods. The forecast of the demand and parameters of the constraints are used in the optimization framework. The optimization framework suggests decisions for the current operation and these decisions are based on future information. An example of a forecasted parameter (i.e. future information) is a scheduled maintenance of a compressor, which might influence the decisions for the current operation. The single-period optimization can be further classified as steady-state pipeline optimization [12, 14, 19, 20] , optimal load sharing [10, 15, 21] and optimal selection of compressors [10, 13, 16, 18, 22] . The steady-state pipeline optimization examines the optimal operation of the fuel cost minimization problem [14] considering information of one period [20] . The optimal load sharing is the focus on this paper and it will be presented in Section 3.2. The third category involves discrete events in the formulation of the optimization problem, for example variables which represent which compressor stations operate (on or off) [13] or binary variables for deciding assignments of gas-lift compressors to end-users (wells) [18] .
The multi-period optimal operation of compressors (considering solution for more than one time period) includes (1) pipeline optimization with a fixed number of operating compressors [20, 23, 24] and (2) optimal selection (or scheduling) of compressors [25] [26] [27] .
Optimal load sharing
Kurz et al. [5] and Garcia-Hernandez and Brun [28] reported that the installation of spare stand-by compressors in a station increases its flexibility. Spare compressors are used when the capacity of a station is not enough to satisfy the demand which is requested due to changes in the demand side of the plant. These changes are mainly caused because of changes in the markets (prices of products or electricity) and changes in the internal production strategies of the company (products specifications, amount of production).
Many authors and practitioners reported that it is difficult or impossible for different compressors in a compressor station to have identical characteristics and efficiencies [8, 21, 29, 30] . Moreover, these characteristics and efficiencies change over time due to fouling and erosion [31] , and nonuniform maintenance plans which result in dissimilar compressor maps for the same compressor at different time periods [10, 32, 33] . The use of surrogate models and process data can predict the performance and characteristics of the compressors [34] .
Many strategies have been used to share the load of compressors. Kurz et al. [5] commented that if compressors have identical compressor maps, the load can be equally split or they can operate at the same surge margin. Surge margin is the distance between operating point and surge. In the same work it was reported that if two compressors have different sizes or different efficiencies the more efficient should provide the base load and the second compressor, the less efficient, has to deal with the fluctuations of the load. On the other hand Twohig [35] reported that parallel compressors in a pharmaceutical fermentation process were decided to operate so as the most aged (and less efficient) compressor worked at its maximum flow rate (where its optimal point was) and the more efficient compressors should vary their operation to cover the fluctuations of the demand. Moreover, Lipták [8] suggested a method in which the first step is to estimate the efficiencies of the compressors in units of flow per units of power and the second is to load the units in order to their efficiencies.
Another option to distribute optimally the load among the compressors is to formulate an optimization problem. A few researchers [15, 21, 36] studied the optimal load sharing of compressors operating in parallel in order to minimize the fuel consumed by the gas turbines drivers. However, these works did not present an online application which considers the practical aspects of the implementation of the actual optimization, for example update of the maps and steady-state detection. Paparella et al. [10] presented an online optimization framework which updates the parameters of the models of the compressors online. The optimization framework applied to a gas boosting station. The authors showed that surrogate models can be used to predict the performance of the compressors.
There is significant research contribution in the optimization of utility systems for steam production [37, 38] . The optimization in these works involved the estimation of the distribution of load of each turbine to minimize operational costs. The methodology used in these works is very similar to the optimization of the utilities for compressed air. However, there is limited research regarding the optimization of compressor stations for utilities.
Gap of knowledge and contribution of the paper
Study of the literature revealed a lack of a systematic way to optimally share the load of compressors online considering varying operational conditions, such as atmospheric temperature and pressure, and demand requested from downstream processes, such as air separation and compressed air for utilities. One of the assumptions mainly used is that individual compressors have the same characteristics and the same performance behaviour. Regarding this assumption, the conventional practice is to distribute the load evenly among the compressors or to apply other similar strategies described previously. In addition, a few works presented optimization strategies to share the load, however to the best of the authors' knowledge there is no approach which considers a comprehensive online application with aspects such as update of maps and steady-state detection.
The current work suggests a comprehensive framework which deals with the optimization of compressors in parallel in two different timescales, long-and short-term optimization. After the presentation of the general framework, one of the aims of this paper is to present a methodology for generating models of constant speed multi-stage centrifugal compressors with a water cooling system and an Inlet Guide Vane (IGV) control system. Real industrial data are used to generate these models.
In the literature, studies of compressor modelling focus on performance map-based or simulation-based cases [39] . The paper focuses on a real application involving industrial compressors. The maps of the compressors are not available. Therefore, the efficiencies for different operational conditions are not given.
Moreover, the compressors are multi-stage involving intercoolers between the stages. The lack of measurements, for example the non availability of all the temperatures of the intercoolers, is the main reason the efficiency of the multi-stage compressors cannot be explicitly estimated through thermodynamic calculations. For the requirements of the formulation of the optimization the use of the power of the motors of the compressors considers implicitly the efficiency of the compressors as this is illustrated in Section 6.2. The paper, therefore, suggests a method to minimize the operational costs of compressors in parallel when the efficiency of the compressors cannot be explicitly estimated.
Another aim of the paper is to present the part of the framework which deals with the short-term optimization. The data-driven models are implemented into an optimization model which computes the distribution of the load among the compressors in order to achieve reduced operational costs. The proposed optimization is formulated in a general way and can be applied to a compressor station with parallel nonidentical single-stage or multi-stage compressors in utilities or in process systems when operational data are available.
Methodology
General framework for optimizing compressors in parallel
Fig. 5 presents the integrated framework for the optimization of compressors in parallel. This framework connects several decision tasks from Level 0, 1, 2 and 3 of the automation pyramid in Fig. 3b : optimal scheduling and maintenance, optimal load sharing and update of the maps, and control and monitoring of the process. The optimal scheduling and maintenance focuses on decisions of discrete events such as the switching on or off of compressors. The optimal load sharing considers the updates of compressor maps which corresponds to the asset monitoring in Level 3 in the MES of pyramid in Fig. 3a . The process control applies the set points, given from the optimal load sharing to the process. Finally, the monitoring system collects data, analyses them, detects and diagnoses faults.
A basic Real Time Optimization (RTO) scheme [40] can be tailored to the operation of parallel compressors. The sensors of the monitoring system collect process data of the operation such as mass flows, pressures and temperatures. A steady-state identification algorithm examines key process variables and identifies when the operation is in steady-state. If the system is in steady state the collected data are validated [40, 41] . The validated data are used to update the models of the compressors.
A NonLinear Programming (NLP) model employs these datadriven models and estimates the optimal load sharing, i.e. the set points of the controlled variables, i.e. mass flow rates of the compressors. The set points are given to the control system which role is to apply and keep these points to the process until the next run of the RTO.
The scheduling problem is a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problem which involves both continuous and binary variables as degrees of freedom of the optimization. The scheduling gives high-level decisions which involve discrete events (for example switching on or off a compressor) to the RTO. This input is given in a relatively large time interval compared to the timescale of the RTO.
When the actual demand given in the RTO is significantly different from this which is predicted in the scheduling problem, the NLP problem may result in an infeasible problem. This is because the online compressors may not be able to meet the requirements of the demand side. In this case the scheduling problem updates its models and a new schedule of the compressors is estimated. The new schedule gives the new configuration of the system which can satisfy the demand, for instance by bringing another compressor online. After these adjustments, the RTO loop is activated considering the new configuration. Kopanos et al. [42] presents the study of the scheduling topic.
Modelling of compressors with data-driven models for RTO application
This section describes the methodology to develop models of a generic centrifugal multi-stage compressor, with a cooling system, driven by an electrical motor with constant rotational speed. The models are developed from historical data from operation. The use of data-driven models allows the modelling of a multi-stage compressor with available measurements only at the inlet of the first and at the exit of the last stage. A rigorous model requires the availability of measurements between the stages and analytical models of the intercoolers. Moreover, the use of a data-driven model in the optimization reduces the computational burden compared to the use of a rigorous model which considers aerodynamics and thermodynamics of the fluid. The computational time of the optimization plays an important role in an online application such as the RTO.
Steady-state detection
The steps of the development of data-driven models consist of several procedures illustrated in Fig. 6 . Xenos et al. [17] presented the description of each step of the methodology applied to an industrial compressor. Data-driven models are black boxes which hold a relationship between input and output variables. These input and output variables should be close to steady state to hold the validity of the mass and energy balances implied in the black box [43] . Therefore, the purpose of a steady-state detection algorithm is to identify the steady states of the operation to develop reliable models.
In this work, a steady-state identification algorithm based on a moving window was developed. Fig. 7 shows the application of the moving window to a data-set of a single process variable. A moving data-set window is defined from a fixed number of data points of the process variable, n s . The data included in the window are updated at each step s, recent data are added and old data are discarded. The window moves every S number of data points.
A process variable j has value x ði;j;tÞ , where i 2 I (I is the number of compressors), j 2 J (J is the number of variables) and t 2 T (T is the total number of data points which corresponds to the total sample time). Variable s corresponds to a window with data ðt À n s þ 1; tÞ. The sample rate of the data set (discretization of T), the n s and the S are parameters which have to be tuned for a desired function of the steady-state identification algorithm regarding to the application. The steady-state algorithm detects a steady-state episode of a process variable j when a particular condition holds true, for example if the three times the standard deviation 3r ði;j;sÞ is less than a predefined value, h ði;jÞ . This bound is chosen by the users according to their engineering judgement as there are not standardized values for this type of application.
The developed steady-state algorithm is multivariate and involves the examination of more than one variables to assess if the system is in steady-state. According to Mansour and Ellis [40] a system is in steady state when all the considered variables are in steady state.
Hence, if a process variable j of compressor i is in steady state at t then a binary variable Y ðss;i;j;tÞ is equal to 1, otherwise the variable takes the value 0. Therefore, the steady state of the system of I compressors considering j 2 J 0 # J variables is estimated from the value of the variable Y ss;system :
The output of the steady-state detection algorithm is a matrix of data with J 0 rows (variables) and T Ã columns (number of final steady states of the system) where T Ã # T.
Development of models
The methods for preprocessing the data and generating the calibration and validation set of data are the same used in Xenos et al. [17] . For example data have to be normalized before the development of the models. This is because different variables have different units with different orders of magnitude. For example power is measured in kW and pressure in bar.
The top diagram in Fig. 8 illustrates a generic multi-stage compressor driven by an electrical motor. The development of a black box model of this compressor system includes: the multi-stage compressor, the cooling system, the rotating shaft, gearbox and motor. According to the step tests in an industrial centrifugal compressor presented in Xenos et al. [44] , it was shown that the power consumption of the motor mainly depends on the mass flow entering the compressor, m a , the ambient conditions, T in ; p in , and the pressure at the exit of the compressor (discharge pressure), p out .
The lower panel in Fig. 8 shows the procedure for the development of the model of the operation of a multi-stage compressor. A black box is used to predict the power (output of the model) consumed from the electrical driver, P el , as a function of process variables (input of the model) of the operation, m ða;i;tÞ ; T in ; p in ; p out . A polynomial regression model is used to develop the black box model of each compressor i. By defining x ði;k;tÞ ¼ ½m ða;i;tÞ ; T ðin;tÞ ; p ðin;tÞ ; p ðout;tÞ with k ¼ 4, number of input variables, and y ði;tÞ ¼ P ðel;i;tÞ , a black box model of compressor i is given by the following polynomial: 
Real Time Optimization (RTO) and optimization model
The offline steady-state identification algorithm, presented in Section 4.2 was modified for online applications. The online steady-state identification examines if the Y ss;system is 1 at the current moment, t r , considering J 0 variables of each compressor i at the window ðt r À n s À 1; t r Þ. According to Fig. 6 , raw data are collected from the operation after the steady-state identification and they are validated through data reconciliation. The validated data are used to update the parameters of the models which are used from the optimization block and to provide the input parameters of the optimization model. The set points of the mass flows, which are the output of the optimization model, are the input of the control system. The controller can be a feedback controller. The controller deals with the application of the set points and adjusts the position of the actuators, Inlet Guide Vanes (IGVs), to achieve the desired flows.
There is usually a mismatch between models and reality due to fitting errors and performance changes due to fouling and erosion as previously mentioned. These errors influence the shape of the objective function of the optimization problem and consequently the estimation of the minimum of the total power consumed. To reduce the influence of these errors, the mass flows of the compressors were chosen as degrees of freedom of the optimization problem. The position of the IGVs can be then adjusted from the controllers. An analysis on the developments of the models showed that the accuracy in prediction of the models does not improve significantly when the position of the IGVs is considered as an input variable in the models.
Defining the input parameter vector of the optimization block ( The above optimization formulation was implemented in Matlab™ using the optimization function fmincon [48] . Fig. 8 . Regression models of a multi-stage compressor driven by an electrical motor.
Description of the industrial case study
This section presents the application of the methodology to an air compressor station of multi-stage compressors in parallel, in BASF SE, Germany, which distribute compressed air to different end-users. The end-users are air separation columns and plant-site utilities for compressed air. The air compressor station consumes the major part of the total energy in the air separation plant. Moreover, the power rating of the plant is several tens of MWs.
The case study to be examined involves three air multi-stage centrifugal compressors similar to the compressor depicted in Fig. 8 . The compressors operate in parallel to supply an air separation column with compressed air. The air separation column requests compressed air of mass flow rate, m D , at a constant pressure, p op . The three compressors are assumed to have the same specifications (power rate, minimum and maximum capacity and efficiencies) at the point of the commissioning of the plant. However, the compressors are not in the same condition during the time period of the study as will be shown in Section 6.
A description of the implemented control structure in the industrial plant follows. The set point of the demand m D is given as an input of the system to controller FC4. The control strategy that the current paper suggests for optimal load sharing can be seen in Fig. 9 . Three flow transmitters FT1, FT2 and FT3 are used to transmit the individual flows at the exit of the compressors. The RTO is placed between the FC4 and these flow transmitters. In this case controllers FC1, FC2 and FC3 work independently and they receive the values of the flows of the compressors according to the RTO computations. The RTO receives the demand from FC4 and estimates the best set points for FC1, FC2 and FC3 based also on measurements of T in ; p in and p op . The individual feedback controllers FC1-FC3 have to independently adjust the position of the IGVs of the compressors to reach the set points of the mass flows given from the RTO.
Practical challenges of the case study
The case study of the industrial air separation process has revealed several practical challenges which are summarized below. These challenges should be considered in order to achieve a realistic approach of the proposed methodology.
The operators did not operate the compressors over their full range in the collected data set. Therefore, only a partial compressor map is captured in the regression models. Hence, the feasible window of operation of the model used for the optimization is not defined from the actual physical limits of the compressor, i.e. surge, choke, and minimum and maximum Inlet Guide Vane opening. Instead, this feasible operational window of the compressor is defined from the domain of the regression model [49] . The regression domain is a part of the actual operational window. Fig. 10a demonstrates that an operating point of the compressors comes from the intersection of the Compressor System (CS) curve and the load curve of the downstream process. The CS curve is defined as the merged individual compressor characteristics of the parallel compressors assuming that the inlet conditions are the same of all compressors. The set of all the operating points of the corresponding data set defines the regression domain of the model of a compressor as can be seen in Fig. 10b . It is known from the plant that the operators operated well within the physical limits (surge and choke) of the compressors during the past operation.
A model is expected to be more accurate when the data set is collected over a shorter time period, for example one week than a model derived from a data set of several months because for longer period the compressor might have been in various states during this period. For example, a compressor is efficient immediately after maintenance and less efficient after many hours of operation. However, the range of the regression domain of the model is smaller in the case of a more accurate model.
In the case that the compressor was operated close to the surge or choke line, the regression domain cannot be assumed rectangular (see Fig. 10b ) due to the physical restrictions. There are two options to deal with this issue: (a) use a convex hull for describing the regression domain, or (b) add an extra constraint in the optimization model described by Eqs. (6)- (13) . The use of a convex hull can be seen in Brooks et al. [49] and in Mitra et al. [50] . The convex hull ensures a more tight regression domain which increases the validity of the model in its boundaries [51] . The extra constraint can be a regression black box model of the outlet pressure which relates the mass flow and other parameters such as ambient temperature and pressure, p i;out ¼ g i ðz; m ða;iÞ ; c i Þ; i 2 I where c i is the vector of the fitted parameters of the new regression model.
The data reconciliation step requires redundant measurements, for example extra measurements of the flow apart from these at the exit of the compressors. Unfortunately the industrial case study did not have these measurements, and hence the data reconciliation step could not be implemented.
Results
Models of compressors
Data from fifteen days of operation were used to develop the models of the compressors. The case study assumed that the performance of the models deteriorates gradually and that there was no event which has caused a relatively high discontinuous decrease in performance. Data of 129600 continuous operating points with 10 s sample interval (0.1 Hz sample rate) were collected. The steady-state algorithm detected 7430 steady-state episodes in the examined data set for the system of the compressors. Of these episodes, 80% were used for the fitting of the model and the remaining 20% were used to validate the developed model. Table 1 presents the statistics of the fitting, RSQ, and the validation, RSQ and CV(RMSE), of the models of the three compressors. The standard function LinearModel.fit of Matlab™ [52] was used to fit the data into the polynomial of Eq. (4). Fig. 11 shows the prediction of the normalized power consumption of each compressor versus the measurements of the power. The axes present normalized values of the power due to confidentiality restrictions. The normalization of the power consumption of each compressor is calculated by dividing the power with the y max i . Compressor i1 shows the most accurate match between prediction and actual measurements of the power. The fitting of the model has also higher RSQ value than in the other cases. In the case of compressor i2 the accuracy of the prediction is relatively less than the other two compressors. The reason for this is that the measurements of the mass flow and power of compressor i2 are relatively more noisy than in the case of the other two compressors. The CV(RMSE) of the models ranges between 0.54% and 0.67%. By comparing the mean RMSE results with other results from similar case studies [15, 17] these models can be considered of high accuracy for predicting power consumption of compressors. Table 2 presents the minimum and maximum bounds of the mass flows and powers of the three compressors. The values shown in Table 2 represent the boundaries of mass flows and powers where they are divided by two scaling factors to keep the confidentiality agreement with the provider of the case study. The table shows that compressors have different regression domains with compressor i1 having a larger feasible operational window than the other two.
Illustrative example with industrial compressors
An illustrative example of the two compressors i1 and i2 explains the optimal load sharing using the optimization presented in Section 4.3. In this example, only two compressors are taken into account into the optimization model. The rate of total mass flow which has to be delivered from the two compressors is m Ã D . The summation of the mass flows of the two compressors m ða;i1Þ and m ða;i2Þ has to be equal to the mass flow rate of the demand. The actual operation (point described in Fig. 12 ) is defined as the operation which took place in reality and the power consumed from the compressors is a result of the mass flows from the existing control scheme. Compressors i1 and i2 operated at m ða;i1Þ = 0.735 n.u. and m ða;i2Þ = 0.736 n.u. which can be assumed that the load was split evenly. As can be seen from Fig. 12 , compressor i1 consumes more power than i2 by 2.1% under these conditions. This means that the compressors are in a different condition.
From the combined curve (Comp. i1 þ i2), it can be observed that in the actual compressor operation the mass flow of i1 is m ða;i1Þ ¼ 0:735 n.u. In this case, the total consumption is higher than operating at the point which compressor i1 has mass flow rate m ða;i1Þ ¼ 0:795 n.u. The reduction in power is 1.54% in this case. In other words, this observation demonstrates that compressor i1 is more efficient than compressor i2 at these conditions. The more the compressor i1 operates against compressor i2 the higher is the total power reduction in the available search space. The upper boundary results due to the minimum mass flow boundary of compressor i1.
The above analysis and graphical representation is feasible for two compressors but if more than two compressors are involved in a network then optimization (i.e. mathematical programming) deals with the estimation of the minimum value of the objective function while ensuring that the constraints hold valid. Fig. 9 . The RTO estimates the optimal load sharing and the results coming from these computations are compared with the operation that took place in reality. The RTO methodology was applied to the compressor system of the three parallel compressors for more than 12 h. The steady-state detection is configured to examine when the three compressors are in steady state simultaneously for 40 s. The inputs of the optimization are collected during this period. After the RTO calculations, the system is examined if it is still in steady state and if this holds true the RTO results are given to the proposed control system (see Fig. 9 ). The online steady-state identification algorithm detected 50 steady state episodes where the first 16 can be seen in Fig. 13 .
It was assumed that the compressor conditions do not change significantly during the 15 days period of the collected data in Section 6.1 and the updated compressor maps from the 15 days time window were used in the optimization. Fig. 14 shows the normalized power consumption of the three compressors in three different cases for the examined 12 h: (a) actual operation, (b) equal split operation and (c) optimal operation. Table 3 describes the assumptions to be taken to estimate the power consumed in these three different cases.
The power consumption in Fig. 14 is a calculated quantity whose errors depend on errors in the quantities used in the calculation. The difference between the actual operation and equal split operation might be attributed to random variability in the data. However the power consumption for optimal operation is systematically lower and the difference cannot be accounted for by random statistical variation. The measurement error in the mass flow is less than ±0.005 on the normalized mass flow scale. This applies to the results in Figs. 14-20. Fig. 14 shows that the actual operation and the equal split strategy do not show an important difference in the total power consumed from the compressors. Moreover, Figs. 15-17 show that the compressors are not equally split in the actual operation. Especially in the case of compressor i3 it can be seen that there is a difference between the mass flow from equal split operation and actual operation. Although the values of the mass flows in the case of the equal split are different from the mass flows from the actual operation, there is not much difference in the total power consumption.
On the other hand, Fig. 14 shows that the optimization achieves reduction in the total power consumption in all 50 steady-state periods. Fig. 15 shows that compressor i1 should work at higher mass flows than in the case of the actual and equal split operation and Fig. 16 shows that compressor i2 should work at lower mass flows. Fig. 17 demonstrates that the optimal operation suggests that compressor i3 has to work at mass flow rates very close to the mass flows the actual operation which took place. In other words, the optimization estimated that compressor i3 was operated well during the actual operation but compressor i1 as more efficient should be loaded more than compressor i2 which seems to be less efficient under the current operational conditions.
It was observed that in actual operation compressor i1 and i2 were operated with equal load and compressor i3 dealt with the remaining load. The RTO method was applied exclusively to the two compressors i1 and i2 in the case of the 50 steady-state episodes. This is because the previous results from the optimization showed that compressor i3 should not change operating point from this of the actual operation, therefore the mass flow of compressor i3 does not have any degree of freedom in the optimization.
In this new case study, Fig. 18a shows the power consumption of the two compressors from the actual and optimal operation. It can be seen that compressor i1 consumes more power compared to compressor i2 in the actual operation in all 50 cases where the equal split strategy was applied. This shows again that compressors are in different performance conditions. Moreover, compressor i1 is less efficient than compressor i2 when the load is equally shared.
The results of the optimization give a lower total power consumption of the compressors compared to the power consumption coming from the actual operation. Compressor i1 is loaded more and compressor i2 less. This strategy results in giving a lower total power consumption. This means that compressors i1 and i2 work more efficiently when they operate at the mass flows that the RTO suggests. These mass flows can be seen in Figs. 19 and 20 .
The suggested RTO framework can be applied to multiple compressors in parallel. The RTO can provide the automation of the optimization of compressors in real-time. The online steady-state detection algorithm detects when the operation is constant and the RTO scheme computes the optimal distribution of the load among the online compressors considering their updated characteristics and performances. The duration of transient operation between two steady states is much smaller compared to the length of time the compressors stay at their new operating point, hence the optimization of the transients of the system can be neglected.
The configuration of the online compressors is given from the second part of the framework in Fig. 5 . Therefore, the scheduling of the compressors is also needed to provide the best selection of compressors. The study from Kopanos et al. [42] deals with the optimal scheduling of the compressors.
Conclusions
The paper presented the state-of-the-art of the optimization of compressor stations involving multiple industrial compressors operating in parallel. It also suggested an integrate framework to optimize the operation of compressors for short and long time periods. The contribution of this paper is the presentation of an integrate framework focusing on an online Real Time Optimization (RTO) method which collects raw data from the process. The data are used to update the models of the compressors which are used into an optimization framework which reduces the power consumption in a steady-state period. The optimization deals with different operational conditions such as inlet temperature and pressure.
A real industrial case study of an air compressors station, part of an energy-intensive chemical process in BASF SE, Germany consuming several tens of MW was optimized using the developed RTO methodology. The comparison between the RTO application and the actual operation taken place in reality showed that the RTO method has the potential to reduce the total power consumption of the compressors.
